Arrogant speeches are interesting to be investigated, especially viewed from their properties or characteristics. Arrogant speeches are part of expressive speech that cannot be separated from the human life. Arrogant speeches have a closed relation to the psychological state. The state of their feelings may take place at home, office, society and sport places. One of the sport places that often exists arrogant speeches is in tennis court. In this, arrogant speeches become the alternative utterances that uttered by the players. This qualitative research used active participant and observation in collecting the data. Then the data were analyzed by using Spradley method and descriptive method. And after being analyzed descriptively, the findings dealing with the characters found in arrogant speeches used by them are as follows: 1. Benefiting O1 (speakers), 2. Underestimating O2 (hearers), and 3. Using comparative utterance.
The article focused on sport has been conducted by Milic (2013) with the title: The Influence of English on Serbian Sports Terminology. The findings indicated that the number of English borrowings could be lower than already stated if the creation of new terms was immediately followed by the process of standardization which, from the aspect of language contacts, is a matter of linguistics rather than sport. Second article was written by Haryanto (2018) . He studied the relation between language and tennis court and gave the topic Humor dalam Olah Raga Tenis Informal: Referensi dan Fungsi in national seminar KBSP V. The points of the finding are: referring (name, place, situation, and trademark) and function (recreation, mocking, and direction). Two articles citied has motivated the writer conducted a study about language and sport, especially arrogant speech done by the tennis players. The study dealing with arrogant speech in tennis court, up to now, doesn't be conducted yet. So, this becomes the basic reason for the writer to do the research.
As stated in the title, this article wants to present to the reader about the characteristic of arrogant speeches. So it may be helpful if we know at a glance what is meant by character intended. Collin Dictionary stated that characteristic refers to the qualities or features that belong to them and make them recognizable. It has synonym to feature, mark, and property. Then, talking about arrogant speeches, we are better to refresh our memory about them. Arrogant in Indonesian means sombong and speech means perkataan atau omongan (Javanese). In Cambridge dictionary, it is explained that arrogant is unpleasantly proud and behaving as if you are more important than other people. The example is as follows: I watched the interview and thought he seemed quite arrogant. Arrogant is also explained by Allah. In Quran (Lukman: 18) it is said that: And do not turn your cheek (contempt) toward people and do not walk through the earth exultantly. Indeed, Allah does not like everyone selfdeluded and boastful. Arrogant is defined as an action dealing with stopping the truth and lookdown others (HR. Muslim no.91). Sa'id Hawwa (2006) defined arrogant is a big self attitude and consider the other trivial, feel himself more than other. Two explanations (characteristic and arrogant) lead the writer to find what the characteristics of arrogant speeches uttered by tennis players.
Research Method
This qualitative research was done at January -Mei 2019 in Kartasura, Sokoharjo, Jawa Tengah, Indonesia. The data were collected by using active participant and observation method. The form of the data were arrogant utterances. The data source was the tennis player utterances. The collected data were analyzed by Spradley: componential analysis and descriptive method. The results of data analysis were presented descriptively.
Analysis and Discussing
The twenty data were analyzed based on componential analisis and the results of analysis are as follows. The first result deals with the first characteristic of arrogant speeches found in the tennis court namely: benefit for O1 (speakers). There are eleven data showed this (see table 1 ). Comparative utterances also mark that the speeches belong to arrogant. There are four data showed it (see table 3 ). 
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Mainmu mau wis apik, tapi aku luwih apik 'your play was good, however my play was better'
Musuh sing elek-elek sik dienggo pemanasan 'play with the bed one first, for warming up'
Musuhku lagi ajaran 'my oppenant was beginner'
Lha ngeneiki kaya duren musuh timun 'Wouu, it is like duren versus cucumber' I am better than you Better and not better I am more skillful than you I am powerful than you
The discussion is begun from Benefit for O1 (speakers). The players often said as: Mainmu ora standar 'your paly is not stadard'; Pemain tidak berperingkat masuk disik 'the unrank player play first'; Tak purpapat ' I beat four'; and so on. The meaning behind of those saying are talking about Standard non standard, Rank and unrank, Smart and not smart. O1 feels more standard, rank, and smart than O2. These speeches are suitable with Sa'id Hawwa (2006) . He defined arrogant is a big self attitude and consider the other trivial, feel himself more than other. Here the O1 feels better than O2.
The second, underestimate O2 (hearers). The data indicated that all O1 utterances contain speeches that look down or underestimate O2. The examples are: Pemain tidak berperingkat masuk disik'the unrank player play first'; Tak purpapat' I beat four'; Sing during jejeg main disik 'that is not fine, play first'; Ora kiringeten main karo koe'not sweat play with you'. Speeches as unrank player, not fine, and not sweat indicate O1 look down O2. These negative speeches are is in line with the statement said by Muslim as follows: Arrogant is defined as an action dealing with stopping the truth and look down others.
Comparative utterances such as: Mainmu mau wis apik, tapi aku luwih apik' your play was good, however my play was better'; Siktak main karo adik-adik wait, I will play with the youngs'; Lha ngene iki kaya duren musuh timun 'Wouu, it is like duren versus cucumber'. The comparative speeches are shown with: your playing is good, but I am better; playing with the youngs; and duren versus cucumber'. These comparative utterances are part of arrogant speeches as stated by Sa'id Hawwa: arrogant is a big self attitude and consider the other trivial, feel himself more than other.
The three characteristics found in this study have relation to the research done by Haryanto and Milic. These findings add the scientific discussion about sport and language, kinds of speeches, and understanding the features of speeches. Of course, each speech has own characteristics.
Conclusion
Arrogant speeches are often found in real life. The people in society use it for many purposes. However, in general, the spirit of arrogant speeches is feeling better than others, though it is performed overtly or covertly. The tennis players are part of the society that uses arrogant speeches. Based on the result of the study in Kartasura tennis court, it is understood that some players use speeches that belong to arrogant. It can be traced from the speech characteristics as follows: 1. making benefit for himself, 2. underestimating the opponents, and 3. using comparative utterances. Those speeches performed by the players are suitable with the theories of arrogant speeches stated by Allah and mankind. Namely, speakers are always increasing benefit for himself, lowering hearers, and using comparative method.
